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Relating chemical and physical properties to 

the table

•Mendeleev’s table was constructed 50 years 

before the discovery of the nucleus

•The arrangement of elements was by atomic 

weight

•Atomic number(Moseley 1911) provides a 

more systematic ordering according to 

atomic number .







Notation for IUPAC Nomenclature of 

Elements



Nomenclature of Elements with atomic 

Number above 100







Electronic Configuration Of 

Atoms
The distribution of electrons into different levels,subshells and orbital's of 

an atom is called as electronic configuration

The filling of electrons is governed by Aufbau’s principle, Pauli 

Exclusion principle and Hunds rule of maximum multiplicity.



Electronic Configuration Of 

Atoms





Electronic Configuration Of 

Atoms

Pauli Exclusion principle 

The Pauli Exclusion Principle states that, in an atom or molecule, 

no two electrons can have the same four electronic quantum 

numbers. As an orbital can contain a maximum of only two 

electrons, the two electrons must have opposing spins.



Electronic Configuration Of 

Atoms



Definition: Atomic radius is the

measure of the size of an atom,

usually represented as the distance

between the nucleus of an atom and

its outermost electron.

Importance: Understanding atomic

radius provides insights into the

physical and chemical properties of

elements.

ATOMIC RADIUS



ATOMIC RADIUS



Trends in Atomic Radius

Periodic Trend: Atomic radius generally

increases down a group (from top to

bottom) in the periodic table.

Periodic Trend: Atomic radius generally

decreases across a period (from left to

right) in the periodic table.



Factors Influencing Atomic Radius

Nuclear Charge: Increased nuclear

charge attracts electrons more

strongly, reducing atomic radius.

Electron-Electron Repulsion: Increased

electron-electron repulsion in outer

shells can lead to a larger atomic

radius.



TYPES OF ATOMIC RADIUS

• VANDER WAAL RADIUS

• COVALENT RADIUS

• IONIC RADIUS

• METALLIC RADIUS













•Penetration Power means the ability of an orbital to attract 

an electron. This process is accompanied with release of 

energy. 

Penetration of Orbital's



The Penetration effect of s orbital is the maximum because 

of the closeness to the nucleus than are the p, d and f 

orbital's.

Thus an s orbital, due it's more penetration effect, releases 

greater amount of energy than p orbital when it accepts an 

electron.

Similarly the energy released by a d orbital is more than that 

of a f orbital but less than that of a p orbital . 

Inner shell (core) electrons screen the outer (valence) 

electrons from the nuclear charge 

Penetration of Orbital's



Penetration of Orbital's



The effective nuclear charge is the net positive charge 

experienced by valence electrons.

It can be approximated by the equation: 

Zeff = Z – S, 

where Z is the atomic number and 

S is the number of shielding electrons.

Shielding and effective nuclear charge

•The “shell” picture helps to explain these observations

•Electrons in same shell experience stronger attraction to nucleus as 

shell fills

Effective Nuclear Charge



Effective Nuclear Charge



energy (I)

The energy required to remove an electron from 

an isolated gaseous atom.

M(g) = M(g)+ + e

•As I increases, atoms are harder to ionize

•Successive ionizations for electrons are 

represented by Ii(i = 1,2,3,…)

I1< I2< I3<… 



Ionization energy (I)



Electron affinity

The electron affinity is the energy released when 

an electron is added to a gaseous neutral atom

X(g) + e = X(g)-

•Unlike ionization, addition of an electron is 

usually favorable –even for electropositive 

elements

Periodicity and electron affinity
•Periodic but not smooth

•Affinity tends to be zero or positive when 

electron is added to new (Be, Mg, He, Ne etc) 

or half-filled (N) shell





Electronegativity

•The tendency for an atom to attract electrons 

towards itself in a bond with another atom



Hard Acids and Bases

Hard acids consist of small highly charged cations and

molecules in which a high positive charge can be induced on

the central atom.

Examples of Hard Acids: H+, Li+, K+, Ca2+, Al3+, Sn4+, BF3,

BCl3, CO2, RCO+, SO3, RMgX, VO2
+, AlCl3

Hard bases are highly electronegative and of low

polarizability.

Examples of Hard Bases: F-, OH-, NH3, N2H4, ROH, H2O,

SO4
2-, PO4

3-

Hard bases react more readily to form stable compounds and

complexes with hard acids.

What are Hard and Soft Acids and 

Bases?



Soft Acids and Bases

Soft acids consist of large low charge cations and molecules

with relatively high energy occupied molecular orbitals. Soft

acids are readily polarizable.

Examples of Soft Acids: Cs+, Cu+, Au+, Pt2+, Hg+, BH3, Br2,

I2, RO+, quinones

Hard bases have low electronegative and low polarizability.

Examples of Soft Bases: H-, R-, CO, PR3, C6H6, SCN-

Soft bases react more readily and form stable compounds and

complexes with soft acids.

What are Hard and Soft Acids 

and Bases?
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